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ABSTRACT
There is a wealth of theoretical knowledge about the developmental abilities and skills of children. However, this knowledge is not readily accessible to designers of interactive products. In this paper, we present the requirements, design and evaluation of developmentally situated design (DSD) cards. DSD cards are a design tool that makes age specific information about children’s developing cognitive, physical, social, and emotional abilities readily accessible for designers. Initial requirements were elicited through interviews with design practitioners and students. The cards were evaluated through a design-in-use study in which design students used the cards to address three different design problems. Our analysis of observational notes and post-design interviews revealed how the cards’ characteristics enabled different kinds of uses including framing, orienting, inspiring, informing, integrating and constraining. We conclude with a discussion of possible refinements and an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of our approach.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the development of a card-based design tool to support designers in taking into account children’s abilities and skills during various phases of the design process. It is assumed that designers need to apply knowledge about users in design approaches such as user-centred design [31] and participatory design [28]. They can do this in various ways. They can involve users as participants or they can use analytical methods or tools that contain knowledge about users. These two approaches are complementary. For example, in early design, users can be involved in a participatory design session and/or designers can apply design principles based on empirically generated knowledge, such as the principles for user interface design [29]. In the evaluation phase, a user interface design can be evaluated by having users interact with the interface using a think-aloud method [25] and/or it can be evaluated by having experts apply a usability inspection method such as cognitive walkthrough approach [20]. Many existing analytical tools and methods can be used fairly generically, but do not include specific knowledge about children.

Designers must understand and consider children’s developmental abilities and limitations to ensure that products are appropriate for the intended age group [3, 6]. There are some design methods that facilitate the consideration children’s developmental abilities in the design process. For example, the Nielsen Norman Group have developed a set of design guidelines for websites for children [16]. SEEM is a usability inspection method that can be used to evaluate computer games for children [4]. However, few of these approaches are based on knowledge about children’s developmental stages, ages and abilities. Another issue is that existing methods are usually only usable in one phase of the design process (e.g. evaluation) rather than making information about child development available throughout the design process. An exception is Antle’s child-based personas [1].

In this paper we begin by describing how we established the need to bring developmentally specific knowledge about children into the design process. We did this by interviewing design practitioners and design students about their approaches when designing with children. We translated their needs into specific requirements for a design tool. A design tool can take many forms from a software application that specifies type and placement of interface elements (e.g.
ECLIPSE direct manipulation tool [12]) to non-computation materials that can inspire and inform design concepts (e.g. IDEO Methods Cards [19]). Based on prior work using cards in design (e.g. [17, 18, 21]), we decided to develop a card tool. We present our initial design of the DSD cards which are a set of 42 cards (14 developmental concepts x 3 age segments) that can be used in a variety of design activities. We evaluated the cards through a design-in-use study in which designers used the cards in three design cases which included concept development brainstorming and interface redesign for different children’s age groups and classes of products. We present our analysis of how the characteristics of the cards enable certain kinds of uses which are ubiquitous in different design practices. We also present suggestions for the refined design of the DSD cards, and a discussion of strengths and weakness of our approach.

RELATED WORK

User Centred Design (UCD) involves iterative cycles of analysis, design and evaluation throughout the entire design process [31]. One key aspect of UCD is the recommendation to focus early on users and tasks [15]. Similarly, a principle for UCD practice for children is that there is no design that fits all, but rather design should be driven by knowledge of the target users [22]. The abilities and skills of children are different from adults’ and change as children age and develop. Designers following a UCD approach for children require developmentally situated information about children in order to understand how to design for use that is “challenging but attainable for most children of a given age range, flexible enough to respond to inevitable individual variation, and consistent with children’s ways of thinking and learning” [8, (p.161)].

While it is possible and desirable to design iteratively working with child participants (e.g. [11]) or informants (e.g. [26]), this does not guarantee that designs will be developmentally appropriate. Analytical methods that complement participatory approaches are needed.

Analytical design methods are based on theoretically and/or empirically derived knowledge. There is a wealth of theoretical information about child development. However, largely this information is dense, abstract and thus not accessible or usable for designers [1]. Sutcliff provides two requirements for theoretical knowledge to be applicable in design. First, the complexity of the theory has to be hidden from the designer. Second, knowledge has to be generalized so it can be used in a wide range of contexts [30]. In particular, knowledge about children’s cognitive and physical skills and abilities, and emotional and social needs and abilities is important to ensure developmentally situated design [1]. What are needed are methods or tools which can be used to make theoretical knowledge about children’s needs, skills and abilities accessible to designers.

There are various design methods and tools that facilitate incorporation of theoretical knowledge about users in the design process. For example, a Cognitive Walkthrough is a usability inspection method intended to introduce a theoretical model of how users learn through exploration of a problem (i.e. a new user interface) into a code walk through method [10]. The problem is that most of the most common analytical design methods (i.e. those taught in design and HCI schools) are not specific to children. A second problem is that despite many efforts to develop and market UCD tools, current studies show that the industry is still dominated by tools that do not support the activities and work styles of designers [7]. Rogers suggests that making theoretical knowledge easier to use requires a focus on the process of design [24]. What is needed is a child-specific design tool that makes theoretical knowledge accessible to designers and is developed to support how designers work in practice.

Developmentally Situated Design (DSD)

There are few child-specific methods or tools that can be used to facilitate developmentally situated design (DSD). However, there are several design frameworks that aim to incorporate theoretically derived information on child development into the design process. For example, the Child-Tangible-Interaction (CTI) Framework provides general concepts taken from developmental cognition which may be relevant for designers of tangible user interfaces for children [2]. CARSS (Context, Activities, Roles, Stakeholders, Skills), is a learner-centered design framework specifically for child learners [14]. Gelderblom presents ten lessons for designing for 5 to 8 years olds derived from theoretical and empirical research [13]. The benefit of these frameworks is that they provide theoretically derived concepts and considerations that may inform design. However, there are no methods or tools associated with them that can support designers to incorporate these ideas into the design process.

In the context of an industry design project, Antle describes and analyzes a method for creating and using child-personas in design [1]. The approach incorporates theoretical knowledge on the abilities and needs of children as well as and context specific design parameters into child-persona profiles. These profiles are then a tool that be used throughout the design process much like adult personas, as described by [9, 23]. However, the resultant child-personas contain information that is specific to a single design problem, and thus do not provide for reuse. We build on Antle’s work in [1] with the development of the DSD card tool.

Cards as Design Tools

One approach that has been used to make conceptual knowledge from design frameworks both accessible and reusable in design is cards. Cards, like Post-it® Notes, are small which means that information must be presented simply and concisely. Their form enables a variety of uses, reuse (through their robust form), and supports a flexible hands-on approach to bringing conceptual information into design. Several design researchers have explored this
approach. For example, Hornecker presents cards and a card brainstorming exercise that transforms her conceptual tangible interaction framework themes into a tool for creative dialogue during design [18]. She describes a card game which can be used to provide the structure for using the cards in an early design phase. Lucero and Arrasvuori created PLEX Cards to communicate a framework about designing for playfulness [21]. They chose cards over other formats (e.g. poster, projection of PowerPoint slides, handouts) because they found that the affordances of cards brought the content into the design process better than the other formats. Halskov and Dalsgård present domain and technology cards and a method for using them called the Inspiration Card Workshop [17]. They provide a good overview of other research that has used cards as design tools.

Another approach is to use cards that contain information about user research methods. IDEO published a deck of 51 Methods Cards that represent diverse ways that designers can understand the people they are designing for [19].

We suggest that card sets are a form of design tool that can be used to make conceptual information accessible to designers and can be used to support designers how they work in practice.

INTERVIEWS WITH DESIGN PRACTITIONERS AND STUDENTS
To empirically validate the need for making theoretical information accessible and usable for designers and to gather input for the design of the DSD card tool we conducted interviews with design practitioners and design students both in person and using Skype.

Interview Method
We decided to interview both experienced design practitioners and design students to get a diverse perspective on possible use of theoretical knowledge in designing for children. The interview consisted of 20 open-ended questions asking about use of knowledge about children in their design practices, possibilities for improving future design practice by making knowledge more accessible and requirements for a possible card tool. The interviews took between 30 minutes and 1 hour. The participants were asked to focus on a single recent design project when answering their questions. The interviews were audio recorded and subsequently analyzed to search for evidence about the need for a DSD approach to design, as well as to gather insights and information related to requirements and potential uses for a DSD card tool. We looked for repeated themes as evidence for validation and to inform requirements, as well as using our own experience as designers to identify important and useful card requirements from the interview responses.

Participants
A total of six design practitioners and six design students participated in the study. The design practitioners had an average experience of 10 years of designing products for children. The design students were Master’s and Ph.D. students who had an average experience of working on two design project for children. The participants worked in different countries, including Canada, Europe and the United States. They worked on a wide variety of projects, including websites, exhibit design, educational computer games, online games, intelligent toys, and communication products.

Results of Interviews
All interviewees felt that their design practice could be improved by a tool that made developmentally specific knowledge about children accessible in design. The interviews also provided information about a variety of design practices in which a DSD tool could be used, the ways that cards might be used in each practice, and characteristics of the cards that would contribute to the effectiveness and reuse.

Child-Design Practice Needs DSD
The participants described very diverse design practices in terms of the intended target users, the number of people working on a design team, the number and variety of stakeholders in a project, the technologies used in the project and the length of the projects. During these practices they applied different kinds of knowledge about children taken from a wide range of domains including: social psychology, learning theory and marketing theory. For example, one practitioner used the broad theory of Constructivism to loosely inform his design for an interactive museum exhibit. Another practitioner used the concept of the Zone of Proximal Development to inform specific design features in a web based learning activity. They also used more experience-based information such as observations of children, visits to stores where products or toys for children were sold, and knowledge gleaned from other designers to inform all aspects of their designs.

Overall the interviewees felt that they would benefit from having easy access to information about the developmental stages of children during a design project. This would be complementary to some of the information they were already using. Several people mentioned that there was often a need for in-depth knowledge about a specific topic as well as easy accessible overviews of broad developmental topics. In some cases the interviewees felt that having a quick access to developmentally specific information might speed up the design process or that it might prevent them from making incorrect design decisions.

Less than half the interviewees had used explicit descriptions of the target user group (e.g. personas, user profiles) in their design practice. What they wanted was not a user profiling tool but a more flexible tool that would bring specific bits of information into their design process for a project. They also mentioned specific topics that they would be interested in including knowing about: play styles for different age groups, how children develop their sense of humor; and how
children’s interest in fantasy and more real-life topics develops over time.

Possible Uses of DSD Cards

Interviewees were largely positive about the idea of using DSD cards. They expressed many uses for such a set of cards designed to make theoretical knowledge about children accessible. For example, they gave the following possible ways the DSD cards could be used: in brainstorming to provide inspiration, to shift direction, or provide a starting point; as part of requirements elicitation; to inspire and inform early design concept development; as heuristics; as part of a design brief; to identity design constraints; as part of design guideline documents; to create personas; to understand tradeoffs through comparisons about how different designs meet different needs or skill levels; to inform specific design decisions; to redesign a user interface by providing information and focus on what to change; in design evaluation to identify the constructs and capabilities to evaluate; in a user study with children to support questioning about what they like and dislike about a design.

Based on Antle’s previous work [1], we had initially thought that the cards might be used primarily to create personas that could be used in different projects. An important insight from talking to design practitioners and students was that the cards could be used much more widely than in the context of persona or user profile creation.

We also developed a more detailed understanding of how a card tool might be useful in relation to communicating with different stakeholders that participate in a design project. For example, the card tool could be used to bring a new team member up to speed about abilities of and assumptions about the user group. It could also be used to communicate design rationale for design decisions to clients in ways that were more credible than just talking. The cards could also be used to have (older) children discuss their abilities and interests.

Characteristics of the DSD Cards

The interviews also revealed suggestions about card characteristics that might make them usable in design practice. The cards should provide simple and up-to-date information. It would be useful if the source of the information was clear, so that more detailed information could be found easily and that the credibility of the information was evident. The cards should provide information about all aspects of child development including: cognitive, social, emotional, and physical development. Multiple team members should be able to easily and quickly use the cards. The tool used to create the cards should be open source, so that other people can contribute relevant knowledge.

Summary of Interviews

Design practitioners and design students do use knowledge about users in design. They use it both early in the design process to decide on global design decisions, and to make more detailed design decisions later. They do not always make explicit user profiles or descriptions of children for their projects. However, they would like easy access to information about developmental abilities of children and are interested in using a card tool that provides information about children’s capabilities and interest. They indicated that such a card tool has the potential to be useful during the various design activities including: brainstorming, planning an evaluation session, presenting a design to a client or discussing a design with children users.

They suggested that such a tool would be complementary to the approaches they now use in design practice. Benefits of such a tool would be that it could be used as an inspiration source, it could speed up the design process, it could provide easy access to information during design activities with various stakeholders, and that it could prevent incorrect design decisions.

Requirements for the DSD Card Tool

Based on our literature review, our own experiences in designing and teaching about designing for children, and the results of the interviews, we developed with an initial set of requirements for the cards:

1. The cards should contain information about cognitive, social, emotional and physical development of children. These developmental categories should be easily distinguishable (e.g. by colour coding them).
2. Since most computational applications are designed to support and augment children’s abilities, the cards should provide information about what children are practicing rather than what they can already do.
3. The information should be made accessible by writing it in layman’s terms, focusing on the underlying concepts of development rather than describing complete developmental theories.
4. The information about abilities, skills and needs should also be made accessible through text and illustrations of children using both every day and computer-mediated activities and products.
5. The cards should be designed to be flexible enough that they can be used in variety of design activities and with different design methods [18].
6. The cards should be designed to facilitate collaboration [5].

The Design of the DSD Cards

Based our goal to make theoretical knowledge about children accessible, usable and reusable in a wide variety of design practices and suggestions taken from the practitioner interviews, an initial design for a set of DSD cards was created (Figure 1). We started with sketches and iterated variations until we settled on a design that fit our goals. We worked with a graphic designer to formalize our design in a digital format and then created a sample set of 42 cards (available at www.antle.iat.sfu.ca/DSD).
The main design rationale for the cards is described below. The four main developmental card types are colour coded to be easily recognizable: cognitive (blue), social (red), emotional (purple) and physical (green). The main category is followed by a sub-header describing the topic subcategory. The front of the card contains a textual description of the ability or skill children are practicing stated abstractly. For example, for the Cognitive category and has a topic subcategory Reasoning and Logic skills: Instructions for 7-9 age group, and the text is: “Practicing following a small sequence of instructions to achieve a task.” Two pictures on the front show children engaged in this practice; one from everyday life, and one using an interactive product. The back of the card contains textual descriptions, presented as quotes from a girl and a boy, that concretely exemplify a way that a child can practice this skill in an everyday context. The descriptions include the activity, with whom they do it, what artifacts are involved, and where it takes place. For example, “She likes to make art projects with her two best friends on the dining room table.” The bottom of the card shows the age range the information applies to.

The topics that are addressed by the initial card set are:

**Cognitive:** reasoning and problem solving: instructions, reasoning and logic skills: problem solving, reading, information processing and working memory.

**Emotional:** emotion expression, emotion regulation, emotion understanding.

**Social:** self-esteem, perspective taking, friendships.

**Physical:** locomotion, manipulation (gross), manipulation (fine) and stability.

These topics are not meant to be inclusive of all relevant topics, but rather to provide a sample of topics that we believe, based on our experience as designers, are important. In our experience, these topics may be relevant to specific types of children’s interactive products or applications (e.g. gross motor skills for whole body interaction) or applicable to a wide variety of products (e.g. reasoning and problem solving: instructions) and thus would be appropriate to use to evaluate our card design.

Conceptual information for the cards was distilled from content in various textbooks on children’s cognitive, social, emotional and physical development, from psychology and design journal articles on each specific topic, and from our own research publications. Examples were brainstormed and came largely from our in depth experience of working with children in both professional and non-professional life. At this stage content has not yet been validated through external review.

**DESIGN-IN-USE STUDY**

The purpose of the user study with design students was to evaluate the potential of a DSD tool based on our initial design of the card tool. Specifically, we wanted to examine in detail how designers would use the cards during different design activities. By examining how designers used the cards based on the cards’ characteristics (content, presentation, form) we could evaluate our design and identify areas of improvement.

**Study Design and Method**

We combined an observational with an interview-based method. We conducted two similar studies at our universities (SFU in the Vancouver area of Canada and TU/e in Eindhoven, The Netherlands). We observed pairs or trios of design students doing three different design activities, one early concept development brainstorming task and two later stage redesigns of an existing solution. The design students first received an explanation about the DSD cards, and about the specifics of the first design case. They were told they could choose for themselves which cards to use. The cards were given to the students sorted by overall category and by age. They worked on the first design task for 30 minutes, followed by a short interview including questions about how they used the cards, what information was missing, and suggestions for changes. We then repeated this procedure for the second design case. In each location, we ended with a group discussion in which they were asked ten open questions. The questions probed how the cards might be useful in other design activities and asked for suggestions for changes. During the design tasks we observed how they used the cards, and noted down comments they made while using the cards. We recorded the interviews and took notes.

**Participants**

A total of nine design graduate students (Masters or Ph.D.) participated in the user study, four at SFU and five at TU/e. Six students were male, and three were female. Six students worked in pairs and three in a trio, and all groupings had worked together previously. The students had a background in either Industrial or Interaction Design, and had all worked on design projects for children before.
**Design Cases**

We chose three design cases that we expected would have different design foci based on the design goal, kind of product, target age range and relevance of cognitive, social, emotional and physical developmental abilities of children. The first design case was an initial concept development of a tangible user interface to support 10 to 12 year old boys in sharing a sense of connectedness. The second case was a redesign of an older children’s multi-touch tabletop game about sustainability to make it accessible for children of all ages. The third design case was a redesign of a simple adult online game to make it suitable for children aged 7 to 9 years.

One design case focused on a broad age group (case two), and two design cases focused on a narrow age group. The cases were chosen to examine the potential of the cards in early (concept development) and late stage (redesign) design activities. They also cover a broad range of product categories (tangible, tabletop, and web) so that the design students needed to consider different abilities. For example the first design case is focused on social-emotional needs. In each location, each group did the concept development design case, and one of the two redesign cases (based on the availability of the interface to be redesigned).

**Results of the Design-in-Use Study**

We analyzed our observational notes and interview responses for each design case. Each of us reviewed the data individually, and then compared our findings to look for commonalities and omissions. We identified behavioral patterns about how the designers used the cards to inform their design activities. For example, in design case two (redesign for broad ages) we both noticed that several times designers picked up two cards for the same concept and different age categories and compared children’s abilities between age groups. We found that designers used the information about users both for developing a deeper understanding of the users (empathy) and for triggering new product ideas (inspiration). We found the following patterns of behavior related to how the designers used the cards based on the type of design activity and the characteristics of the cards. We group these by theme to demonstrate how the cards can be used to make developmental theory accessible in a variety of design activities and different projects.

**Overall Uses and Feedback**

The content provided by the DSD card tool was judged to be relevant for design. Participants mentioned that the topics for the four card categories needed to be extended, as we had explained in the introduction of the study. They made some suggestions for topics that they would be interested in, such as social play styles for different age segments.

Overall, the participants were satisfied with the manner in which the information was presented on the cards. They felt that the information on the front, which explains what abilities and skills children are practicing, was complementary to the information about specific examples of such activities in daily lives of children on the back of the cards.

The participants had many ideas about how to change the form of the cards. A more sturdy material for the cards would improve the cards’ tangible properties. The card size and format was good for holding them, positioning them on the table and showing them to others. Some participants felt that a different shape, such as a hexagon shape would provide more opportunities to explore and show relationships between cards.

**Orienting Team Members**

Some students sorted through the cards to determine which cards were relevant for the design task in order to orient themselves to category topics and specific children’s abilities as they selected a focus for the design problem. We observed that they initially did this individually but then used the cards to orient their team members. The cards’ form supports this kind of collaboration by providing a tangible reference that designers use to come to a shared understanding of the nature of the design task (Figure 2). This is similar to the finding that cards were used as an orienting tool in brainstorming [18]. However, using the cards to orient each other was not limited to early concept development activities. It was observed in all the design cases.

**Framing and Reframing the Problem Space**

In all three design cases, we saw instances where the cards supported framing and reframing of the problem [27]. For example, at the beginning of the design case about redesigning the multi-touch tabletop game for younger children, one designer framed the problem narrowly. He sorted and grouped only the blue cognitive cards on the table and said “We need to change the cognitive aspects ... that’s the focus.” However, the second designer picked up the green physical cards (Figure 3) and said “You’re thinking cognitive but it’s a touch interface ... also manipulation. I’m going to grab this. There’s manipulation gross and fine ...we need to think about this too.” In this case, having the physical category of cards alerted the designers early on about the importance of considering not only age specific cognitive abilities but motor skills, reframing the problem more broadly.

Some groups systematically sorted through the stack of cards and selected which cards they thought were relevant to the design problem (framing) using the topics (i.e. simple concepts) but later came back to other topics by browsing discarded cards (reframing). For example in one case, the pair first divided the cards and each took two categories. They selected relevant topics, and discussed how they might be relevant (framing). Later on they looked back at the cards that were initially rejected to look for other topics that provided new angles (reframing). This type of activity was enabled because the cards can be sorted, categories were colour coded, and topics were simply and clearly stated near the top of the cards.
Inspiration and Idea Generation

The text in the speech bubbles provides example activities that children enjoy and engage in. This can function as a source of inspiration. Since there are both girl and boy speech bubbles the cards were used for inspiration in the boys’ only design case and more generally for all children in the other cases. The pictures were also good as a source of inspiration because the speech bubble text is very short and may be slightly ambiguous. Designers mentioned that keywords related to the pictures would enhance the interpretation of the pictures, although this might reduce their inspirational value by constraining interpretations.

Comparing Information

The cards can be used to compare abilities in different age categories and in this way inform design (Figure 4). The front of the cards gives indication of abilities through text and an image. The back of the cards can be to determine what kind of actions and activities children are practicing. For example, in the multi-touch tabletop game redesign for younger children, the two designers were comparing several cognitive cards by looking at the photographs on the front and back for the same topics but different ages.

Expanding the Design Space

We saw various instances where participants combined cards from different categories to examine new possibilities (Figure 5). Often participants first go through all cards of one category to examine their relevance to the design problem. However, later in the sessions participants often explore combining cards from different categories (e.g. social and physical) to examine how this might inform design decisions.

Counter to our expectations that they might only consider the most obvious categories; almost all groups examined cards from all three or four categories for each design task. Combining different categories and topics supports designers to expand the design space by finding relationships between different cards. For example, the pair of students designing a tangible solution to support boys in feeling connected game
up with a new design idea by combining the physical card of locomotion with an emotional card about expressing emotions.

**Integrating with Other Design Materials**
The physical nature of the cards; their small form and ease of handling supports designers to use them in an integrated fashion alongside other design materials. For example, they can be placed spatially on a sheet of paper where a designer is sketching out an interface design. We observed that designers used them in this way as a constant reminder about specific considerations represented by the card(s). The ability to place the cards virtually anywhere enabled the information on the cards to be referred to in the location where they are relevant. In contrast, consider a text book on child development that would have to be opened to specific pages for each design consideration. The cards provide a way of distributing and integrating information into the design process through their material form. They can be easily grouped, moved, flipped over etc. as needed to inform design.

**Constraining the Design Solution**
The cards can be used to help designers constrain the design solution by determining what children are not (yet) able to do. The text about skills children practice is concrete and provides opportunities for determining constraints. For example, in the multi-touch tabletop game redesign for younger children, one designer said, “I’m trying to understand the parameters ... No fine motor skill – not concerned with that. If they can use scissors and draw numbers they can use the user interface. They can’t read – don’t need that. Can follow simple step by step instructions. Need this.” In this way he used went through a subset of the cards one by one to constrain what the design needed to address.

**Post-Design Task Interviews**
When asked how they might you use these cards in other design cases, the design students mentioned many of the uses for the cards that were the same as those that the design practitioners had mentioned including: ideation, communicating with clients, evaluation heuristics and a tool to work with older children. They also confirmed that the cards could be used to expand a design or constrain a solution, reframe by considering new factors, and provide concrete information as observed above. When asked how they would change the card design, they said it would be useful if you could quickly see the difference between the cards of different age segments, for example through colour coding or a tab-structure on the side of the cards. They felt the speech bubbles on the back were very useful to get a feel for the lives of children of a particular age, but would like to see more diverse examples of activities on the cards. For example, the physical cards mostly show examples related to physical games, but can be extended to other kinds of activities such as interacting with products.

When asked for suggestions for the tool redesign, the students expressed that they wanted aids to help explain how to use the cards (e.g. instruction sheet for each design case), an overview of the complete card set, and more information about relationships between cards. For example, how children’s (social) ability of perspective taking is related to how their (cognitive) skills develop in reasoning and abstract thinking. They stated that would like to have references to other sources of information in case they wanted more in-depth explanations. They were interested in being able to have a quick overview of how children develop over time (from one age segment to the next), for example in a table format. They suggested that there should be some way to customize the cards for a specific design problem. They suggested the idea of blank cards so they could add cards with information specifically relevant for their design project.

**Summary of Design-in-Use Study**
Our study provides evidence that the DSD card tool was usable in all three design exercises. We suggest that it has the potential to be useful in wide range of design contexts. The study limitations were the short time taken to explain the information structure of the cards, the limited time for each design case and that the design cases represented only two types of activities (early and late stage).

**RE-DESIGN OF CARD TOOL**
Based on the results of the design-in-use study we determined the following suggestions for changes to the DSD card tool and usage:

- Complement pictures that illustrate the activities that children practice with keywords covering important concepts related to the abilities children are practicing.
- Provide a quick-start guide that explains different ways in which the cards can be used in different design activities, such as brainstorming, presenting designs and evaluating designs.
- Provide an instruction leaflet to explain the underlying structure of the cards.
- Provide an overview document that lists all card categories and sub categories.
- Provide a document that provides an overview of how children develop over time for each of the card tool’s sub categories.
- Provide a method to link between different cards when designers combine the information from these cards for a specific design solution.
- Add questions to the cards to help designers think about how to apply the information to the design process.
- Make the difference between the abstract activity that children practice (on the front of the card) and the concrete examples of the activities (on the back) more clear and consistent.
- Add a graphical element to enable designers to quickly find the cards related to a specific age segment.
• Make the examples in the speech bubbles more diverse to cover a wider range of activities of children.

We intend to use this list to redesign the DSD card tool. Some of these revisions may result in complementary materials in forms other than cards. Future design-in-use studies will guide the development and evaluation of the card-set (and possibly complementary materials).

DISCUSSION

Design and Development of the Cards
The iterative design process in which we have combined theoretical knowledge from literature resources with practice-based knowledge from design practitioners and design students has resulted in a hands-on card-based tool that provides designers with knowledge about abilities of children in different age segments. The design-in-use study provided more detailed design insights about the content, presentation and form of the cards. Both studies informed our thinking about possible uses of the card tool. The content of the tool was informed by information about specific cognitive, emotional, social and emotional topics that should be covered. The design of the presentation of the cards was validated. Designers liked the inclusion of text and pictures about activities that children practice when developing skills and abilities, and the two quotes by children that provide concrete examples of the contexts in which children practice these skills. The visual and textual information provides a good combination of knowledge and inspiration for designers. The card physical form facilitated handling, sharing, organizing, sorting, and other ways of using them that supported different ways of informing design during two design activities.

Using the Cards in Design Practice
Unlike several previous card tools that were designed specifically to provide inspiration early in the design process (e.g. [17, 18, 21]) the DSD tool can be used in different design activities (concept development, redesign) at both early and late stages in the design cycle as illustrated in our design-in-use study.

The DSD cards simplify and summarize what is sometimes complex conceptual information in order to make it accessible to designers. The danger of this approach is that concepts may be misunderstood or misapplied. The theory of perceptual affordances as put forward by J.J. Gibson and then adopted and adapted in HCI is a classic case of this over simplification. One way to rectify this is to find a way to link summary information on cards to more detailed explanations taken from primary sources. We leave this to future work.

Hornecker suggests that most theory inspired design frameworks are descriptive, explanatory and rhetorical and that they would be more productive if they were also generative [18]. By making the DSD cards more generic, we have not provided any specific mechanisms (e.g. questions) or methods (e.g. game structure) which would support generative use. There is a trade-off here between using tool presentation and form to support specific versus generic design activities. It may be difficult to do both. We also leave this to future work.

Many participants in both studies suggested that the cards should be customizable to the specifics of the design problem, or use illustrations that were familiar to the designers. While it is possible to provide editable cards and blank card templates, supporting this functionality would require a software application which is beyond the scope of this work.

One limitation of the card tool is that it outlines specific abilities of children rather than providing information on broad theories which may be used to inform design as suggested by several design practitioners in our initial interviews (e.g. constructivism in museums).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The DSD card tool provides designers with a flexible design tool that makes theoretical knowledge about child development accessible to designers and is developed to support how designers work in practice. As such it is a complementary to other materials and to methods that are based on involving children in the design process.

We intend to develop the cards further by extending the number of cards for each category, and by checking with a wider range of design projects whether some theoretical topics need to be added. We will further optimize the examples provided on the cards to provide a diverse view of what children’s world looks like at different phases in their life. In the future, we may examine whether to extend the cards with a digital tool that provides an up-to-date link to literature resources for each card, and/or explore how other formats (e.g. poster, handouts) may complement cards. We have not examined how the DSD cards would be used by professional designers under real life constraints but we hope that the DSD cards will improve child-computer interaction research and design practice by enabling designers to incorporate accessible and reusable knowledge about child development into projects through the design process.
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